
U3A Digital Photo Group – 25th November 2019 Meeting Notes 

General 

We had a good turnout (19, including 2 New Members and 1 Guest – who will hopefully soon become a 
member of the Group, plus 4 Apologies) on Monday 25th, and this is what happened during the meeting : 

- Brian Hiller’s gave his new presentation on Smartphone photography, which was pretty much 
entirely different from the one he gave last year on using them. 

- Tony Kemp outlined again, and we discussed, his suggestion at the last meeting for a future 
meeting where an experienced photography judge reviews and critiques (“gently”!) Members’ 
photos, and what he is and will be doing to make that possible. 

- We reviewed and voted on the entries for the October “November Nights” Prints Competition 

- We reviewed, discussed & voted on the entries for the “Your Shot of the Month” Competition 

- We discussed the planned future meetings and presentation themes for this December and then 
through to March 2020. 

o AND, in the context of the December meeting, one of the main “themes” (if you can call it 
that!) will be a presentation that I‘m putting together on “Funny photos” (that’s “Funny” as in 
“it’ll make you laugh”!) of people and/or animals, and also of the hazardous antics that people 
get up to deliberately, or without really thinking, to get their shots! 

So now I’m asking for YOUR HELP by sending me “relevant” photos, &/or links to web sites 
where such photos and/or videos can be found – and by Friday 13th(!!) December so that I’ll 
have time to look through them and sort out the best for the meeting on Thursday 19th. 

 

Brian Hillier’s “Smartphone Photography” Presentation 

Briefly, Brian talked about and illustrated the following (and many more) aspects of smartphones and their 
use for photography:  

- Modern digital “smartphones” and the major differences between those and the early analogue 
ones – especially the fact that modern phones are effectively “computers” as much (or more!) as 
they are a means of making phone calls!. 

- The two main smartphone Operating Systems, which are Apple’s “iPhone Operating System” 
(“iOS”) and Google’s “Android” system 

- How smartphone camera systems “work” and the variations in the numbers of lenses from the 
basic “1 Front + 1 Rear” in most “basic” phones to 3 or 4 in some of the “higher-end” iPhones, 
Samsung Galaxy and Huawei models (+ 1 Rear in each case).  

How those extra lenses are used to allow, for example, the background in a photo of a person to be 
blurred so to focus attention on the image of the person rather than letting it get “lost” in that 
background. 

- He also mentioned the “add-on” wide angle, telephoto and close-up/macro lenses one can buy to 
clip over the lenses of phone cameras to provide those facilities (&I pointed out that, since the 
prices of those add-ons vary from a very few pounds to several tens – or more - thereof, you 
probably “get what you pay for” – and so you need to read all the reviews you can before choosing 
what you want!). 

- Special phone facilities and effects Apps that allow you to things like the following: 

o “Panoramic” Apps for stitching of several individual photos to produce a really “wide-angle” 
photo, or even show the same person standing at different places in the latter – having actually 
been standing in those spots in the individual shots. 

o Slow motion Apps for shooting many more frames per second (“f.p.s.”)  (up to 960 on some 
“high end” phones, instead of around the basic 2, 25 or 30) so that water splashes, breaking 
glass, etc., can be viewed in detail when replayed at the “normal speed” 

o “Macro” photography 



- The historical perspective of the continually rising prices of new smart phones – “top end” iPhones, 
Galaxies and so on are now >£1000! 

Brian has now kindly agreed for his presentation to be put on our webpages, so you should be able to find 
it at https://u3asites.org.uk/hillingdon/page/84586 in a few days’ time. 

 

Future Meeting Themes & Presentations: 

December 2019 

The December meeting (on Thursday 19th, not Monday 23rd!) will, as usual, be more a social occasion than 
a “pure photography” event – and, as I stated above,  we want include some videos of the funny/stupid 
antics that other photographers get up to when trying to “take the shot of a lifetime”. 

Thus, again, I’m asking for YOUR HELP by sending me “relevant” photos, &/or links to web sites where 
such photos and/or videos can be found – and by Friday 13th(!!) December so that I have time to look 
through them and sort out the best for the meeting on Thursday 19th 

The Prints competition for the December meeting will be “Christmas Decorations” – and that could mean 
anything from baubles hanging on a Christmas tree, the front of a house strung with illuminated 
decorations, decorations on the high-street or in shop windows to “extreme” decorations worn by people 
or animals! 

To remind you: prints are to be from shots taken in the last 12 months (preferably a lot more recent than 
that!) before the meeting in question, and should be between (roughly) A5 & A4 size, with the following 
info on the back (a post-it will do): 
– Date  
– Camera make/type 
– Image size (in “pixels”) & Image file size (in “kB” or “MB”) 
– Shutter speed, Aperture size, and possibly the exposure metering mode 
– Lens “focal length” & Zoom setting (only “sometimes” for some camera/lens combos) 
– ISO sensitivity setting 
– Any Exposure adjustments used, including possibly “White Balance” setting. 
– Whether flash was used 
– If you did “post production work” (“Photoshopping”, etc.) then notes on what you did. 
IN ADDITION: At these December events we generally also bring along some snacks and soft drinks to 
share, and so please do that if you can – and a few disposable plates and cups wouldn’t go amiss either! 

 

January 2020 

As mentioned above, Tony Kemp reprised his proposal for us to have a qualified, independent photography 
judge visit us to critique our photos, as was discussed and provisionally agreed at the October meeting. 

A short discussion reviewed those proposals again and made a couple of amendments but basically re-
confirmed the following: 

 a) Members can choose to either take part and submit photos  or just listen to the feedback on 
others; 

 b) Photos will be displayed electronically (as opposed to in print form) and Tony has offered to sort 
& submit them to the judge prior to the meeting so that she has adequate time for review before 
making her comments at the that meeting;  

 c) A show of hands agreed that photos will not now be submitted anonymous, and so the names of 
all submitters will be revealed; 

 d) We hope that the critiquing session will take place at the 27th January meeting – subject, of 
course, to Tony being able to confirm that date with the person who has kindly volunteered to do 
the judging; 

 e) There are very few “rules” on what can be submitted, but here are some basic guidelines: 



o There is NO Theme – the choice of subjects is entirely up to you! 
o There are NO time/date limits on when shots were taken – you can choose either recent or 

old shots on which you would like the judge’s views, and there is no need to provide 
technical details (exposure settings, etc.) but you can put those in the email (see below) if 
you want to; 

o There are NO limits on the sizes of image files that you can send to Tony – but I suggest that 
we all stick to a notional “limit” of around 10-12Mb maximum (and so anything from a 
couple of hundred kBs upwards will obviously also be fine) to ensure that our emails aren’t 
blocked by the ISPs due to having “oversized” attachments. 

o Members can submit up to 2 shots each - PLEASE remember that limit -  in jpg/jpeg file 
format! 
(NB: I continually have to remind some members that they can only submit a maximum of 3 
prints for the “Prints” competitions &/or 3 shots for the “Your Shot of the Month” 
competitions ) 

o Shots must be sent to Tony (not me!) at his U3A-specific email address of 
hillingdonu3a.it@gmail.com BY MONDAY 20th JANUARY to give him time to sort and 
submit them to the judge for review prior to the actual meeting. 

o Please include the words “January Photo Judging” in the email Subject line. 
o If possible, please rename each file to include the Title that you want for that shot – 

however, if you find it difficult to rename the files, then clearly state those names for each 
shot in the text of the email so that Tony can then rename them accordingly. 

 
February 2020 

Len will be reprising his presentation on “Macro and Close-up Photography” from several years ago as we 
have many members who have joined since then, and even some of those who were there first time 
around will surely appreciate some refreshing “memory joggers”  

(and, maybe, there might be a few new things?) 

 

March  2020 

Andrew Longhurst is proposing to work up a presentation comparing the capabilities of DSLRs, Bridge 
cameras, Mirrorless cameras and (so he now tells me) Smartphone cameras, and so I am sure that he really 
would appreciate help, comments and guidance from other members who use cameras in one or more of 
those categories – so, either contact him directly, or if you don’t know how then contact myself and I will 
put you in contact. 

 

The November Prints Competition  “November Nights” 

Unfortunately – possibly due to the atrocious weather we’ve been having recently – we didn’t have a very 
large entry, but the voting on those that were submitted resulted in the following: 

1st  Freda Longhurst “The Half Moon” 

2nd  Andrew Longhurst ”Bessingby Park” 

3rd Andrew Longhurst ”Nemo’s Restaurant” 

4th Margaret Mayes “Fireworks” 

As usual the Winning Members should send the image files for those shots to the email address 
hillingdonu3a.pictures@gmail.com - giving the: 

Competition name “November Nights”, the photo position number and the “photo name” (AS ABOVE, 
PLEASE!!), and, of course, their own name; and image file sizes should be NO LARGER than 1Mb. 

(please DO NOT send/copy them to me!). 



NB: I will send a message to the above email address so that Eirwen knows what to expect to receive from 
the Winners. They should then be on our webpages a few days after the WCH meeting on Monday 9th 
December – see here in due course: https://u3asites.org.uk/hillingdon/page/93256 

 

“YOUR Shot of the Month, ANYTHING goes” – November Competition 

We had a pretty good entry of 16 shots, and, after the review and voting, the Winners were: 

1) Robert Waltz  “Blissful Water Buffalo” 

2) Margaret Mayes “Costa Rican Heron” 

3) Andrew Longhurst “Aquadrome Heron 

4) Andrew Longhurs “Weedy Mallard” 

I will forward those 4 images to Tony for our “Your Shot of the Month” web pages for November and so 
you should soon be able to see them here https://u3asites.org.uk/hillingdon/page/86648 

NB: Due to the severe restriction on how many photos U3A Hillingdon is allowed to have on its website 
(only 1000), Tony has had to archive many earlier ones to a Google Drive location – but I hope we can 
arrange for the members to have easy access to that in the future. 

 
Monthly meeting Diary Dates for 2019 -  Thursday 19th December  
PS: We would very much appreciate “Apologies” emails/phone calls if you can’t attend any of the meetings! 

All the best and see you on THURSDAY 19th December at the Church 

John 

And on behalf of the other members of the Steering Committee: Judy Peddie, Len Fenton and Brian 
Hillier! 

NB: you will soon be able to see these Notes on-line at https://u3asites.org.uk/hillingdon/page/61662, 
where you will also find those from previous meetings, and much information & guidance on many aspects 
of photography, learning how to use your camera, image processing and printing, etc.! 
 


